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SPRING
1. Larkspur (Consolida ambigua)- Overwinter for early spring blooms. Larkspurs

require a period of vernalization (cold) to initiate flowers, and then warmth to
develop stem length and bloom. While you will find that they might bloom
anytime between spring and fall equinox, you may not get marketable stems
throughout the summer without that vernalization period. Aim for vernalization of
at least 6 weeks. Can direct seed with a push seeder, or sow in greenhouse.
DARKNESS is required for germination. Keep seeds below 55 degrees during
germination. I freeze my seeds prior to sowing. For transplants, set them out 4-6
in apart September in order to get them well established before frost. DO NOT
allow them to become root bound or they will be stunted. Rosettes will form over
the winter, and then stems will shoot up as days get longer. Harvest when 1/3 of
blooms are open on spike. Varieties: Giant Imperial series, Rustic series, Early
Bird series, Messenger series, QIS Formula series

2. Snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus)- Overwinter for early, big spring blooms.
Vernalization contributes to stem length and strength but plants are not super-
hardy like larkspur and may need protection. Can grow throughout the summer
but stems will be weaker and shorter as days get shorter and hotter. Transplant for
best results. Seeds are tiny but use a toothpick or dowel rod with pointed end to
separate them and get one seed per cell. This effort will be worth your while, as
snaps have sensitive root systems and may not tolerate being separated at planting
if there is more than one plant to a plug. Set out 6-9 in. apart from August-Oct. if
you have a good hoop and row cover system. I have set out plants in Jan-Feb with
covers for blooms by Mothers day. Freeze seed prior to sowing. DO NOT
COVER SEED as light is required for germination. Colors are all over the
spectrum. Be very mindful as you order seed that snaps are specifically bred for
field v. greenhouse production. Order according to your production
system.Varieties: Rocket, Madame Butterfly, Potomac, Maryland are best for
field. Animation is good for field but best for greenhouse.

3. Sweet William (Dianthus barbatus) and Dianthus hybrids (Dianthus x
hybrida) – D. barbatus is technically a biennial and should be overwintered, as it
requires a vernalization to flower. Start seeds in greenhouse as early as August.
Set out in field 6 in apart from August to early October to establish plants before
frost. Buy pelleted seed when available. Do not cover as light in required for
germination. Dianthus hybrids are sweet William bred to produce without
vernalization. These are constantly being introduced. Grow a combination of D.
barbatus and Dianthus hyrbrids for continual production. Barbatus will give you
early spring blooms and some of the showiest double flowers. Hybrids give you
season-long production, vivid colors, and a nice texture in bouquets. Harvest
when 10-20% of flowers in inflourescence are open. Varieties: D. barbatus-
Electron, Sweet, Double, Pride of Park Avenue, Super Duplex Varieties D.
hybrids- Amazon Neon, Bouquet, Cinderella, First Love, Melody



SUMMER
1. Sunflowers (Helianthus annus) – Every night before bed I thank the heavens for

sunflowers. They will never go out of style. Easy to grow, they can be produced
year-round, but remain a symbol and staple of high summer. Direct sow or
transplant from May 1 to early October, seeding every 2 weeks for continuous
harvest. Sunflowers are high feeders, so make sure your soil can support them. I
side-dress with a 5-4-3 fertilizer before plants reach 1 ft. tall, and then again just
before they bloom. This will give you a nice strong stem and a healthy color.
Watch out for grasshoppers, cucumber beetles, leafhoppers, and other pests. If
pests are a big problem consider organic controls such as hot pepper spray. Plant
as close as 6 in, as the plants grow close together they will force each other to
have longer stems, and better shade out weeds. Varieties (I grow ONLY pollen-
less sunflowers: Sunrich series, Pro-cut series, Infrared, Moulin Rouge, Peach
Passion, Elite Sun, Full Sun, and many more!)

2. Flossflower (Ageratum houstonianum)—talk about easy. Ageratum is one of
the only flowers you can produce all season that is available in BLUE. As the
days shorten and get hotter, compatible flowers tend to be pinks, oranges, and
other vibrant hues, so blues and lavenders are your friend, and will give a cool
look to arrangements. Sow seed in field or set transplants out 4-6 in apart as early
as May 1st. DO NOT cover seeds as light is required for germination. Keep seeds
and seedlings moist. Your first blooms will be on short stems but cut, cut, cut to
force the plants taller. As you deadhead, the plants will produce stronger, more
vibrant, and longer-stemmed blooms. Varieties: Horizon (the best for bouquets, in
my opinion), Dondo blue, Red Top, and more)

3. Celosia (celosia argentea)—These flowers speak summer with vibrant shades
and wild shapes. There are cockscomb types, feather types, and plume types. Take
your pick. Sow seed in the greenhouse and DO NOT cover. Will germinate in 2-3
days (if they’re not up by day 10, throw them out) at fairly high temps of 72-80F.
Set out 4-6 in apart from May to August. One planting will take you far, blooming
consistently for months. Still, I’d recommend at least three plantings per season
for continual harvest. Plant colors separately as opposed to mixes if possible, as
mixes tend to favor only reds and yellows. Grow the common cockscomb-types
and the plume-types, as some people don’t like the “brainy” look of the
cockscombs. Varieties: Cockscomb-type: Cramers series, Bombay series, Chief
Series. Plume and Feather types: Pampas Plume, Amazon series, Century series



FALL
1. Zinnia (Zinnia elegans)—Probably the most popular cut flower for local

markets, zinnias are the workhorse of most flower farms. They tend to proliferate
for me in the fall, as all my seasonal plantings lead to buckets and buckets of fully
double types, semi doubles, singles, bi-colored blooms, speckled blooms, large,
and small. Start seeds in the greenhouse and cover them. Optimal germination
temps are 80-85 degrees, but germination will occur within a week or two at
temps as low as 70F. Don’t let them become root bound or double varieties can
revert back to singles. Set out 6-9 in apart in field from May 1 to October.
Fertilize as soon as plants start to branch, and cut short blooms back to encourage
longer stems and more branches. Deadhead religiously if you expect the plants to
last all season. Pretty much every kind of bug likes to eat a zinnia, so watch for
pests and spray accordingly. My biggest problem is with cucumber beetles
(Pyganic or Rotenone rotated with Neem) and leafhoppers (religious, almost
exhausting routine sprays with hot pepper wax). Varieties: Benary’s Giants (plant
colors separately as mixes tend to favor reds and pinks.) Oklahoma (the best
small, fully double zinnia), sunbow (small, single and semi double), Persian
carpet (great for fall, small rust colors), peppermint stick (mottled petals), giant
dahlia blue point.

2. Dahlia- Available from small to large, decorative poms to cactus flowered
varieties. Buy tubers from reputable sources (see resource list) and plant out after
frost at least 6 inches deep. To give plants a head start, plant tubers in half gallon
or gallon pots in the greenhouse 4 weeks or so before last frost. After May 1st, lift
the plants and tubers from the pots and set out into the field. Keep free of weeds
to avoid dahlia smut, and watch for slugs (use wood ash, diatomaceous earth),
caterpillars (Bt), cucumber beetles, and leafhoppers. Cut only after the flower is
fully opened. Spacing in the field can be as much as 4 feet, depending on the
variety. In general, the larger the flower, the larger the plant, so space
accordingly. Varieties: are myriad. My favorites from 2009 are: Decorative:
Seattle, Edinburgh, Babylon purple, and Kelvin floodlight. Cactus and Semi
cactus: corona, bonbini, my love, and red corona.

3. Amaranthus (Amaranthus caudatus)—I love to use these flowers in the fall
because their grainy appearance gives a harvest-y feel. Easy to grow, they can
range from droopy, melodramatic pinks and greens to upright coppers, yellows,
and peaches. They can grow all through the season, but are considered short day
plants, which means they prefer the longer nights of fall. Start seed in a
greenhouse and cover lightly if at all. Set out 6-12 in apart and harvest when _”
in. of flowers on inflorescence are open. If you plan to dry them, wait until all
flowers are open. Varieites: love-lies-bleeding, hopi red dye, hot biscuits, and
many more!



General Production tips:
1. If transplanting, don’t let plants become root bound.
2. For continuous harvest, sow successively every 2-4 weeks, depending on the life

of the flower.
3. Plant TIGHT. This not only shades out weeds but forces stems to grow longer.
4. Don’t be too quick to give up on plants. Remember that the plant’s ultimate goal

is to flower, so no matter how spindly or sad a transplant looks, or if something
not-so-hardy has been hit by a light frost, give it a chance if you can. Needless to
say, avoid stressing plants as much as possible.

5. Cut, cut, cut, and cut some more. If a plant has a chance to complete the
reproductive cycle (i.e set seeds) then it will start producing less or stop
altogether. Therefore, as you harvest, cut EVERYTHING, even the flowers that
are not perfect enough to sell.

6. Do your research on stage of harvest and post harvest handling. Your reputation
depends on it!


